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Our previous playground had seen 27 Canadian 
Winters, and although it looked good enough 
from afar, a closer inspection revealed rust, joint 
fatigue, aged equipment that no longer met 
current safety standards and was completely 
inaccessible for anyone with mobility challenges.



After four years of fundraising, grant
writing and countless bottle drives,
demolition began in July 2017.
Decked in our safety gear, we rolled
up our sleeves, dug in and
welcomed the dump trucks that
removed roughly, 65 Tandem loads
of gravel and dirt, 5 Tandem loads of
garbage and pressure treated wood
and 3 Tandem loads of scrap from
our site.



In August, on the day of the solar eclipse (which
we felt was an auspicious occasion), we welcomed
the first of our 220 volunteers and began our
journey by fencing in our construction site and
levelling our surface. The balance of the week we
built the forms and poured the concrete perimeter
for the curbing that would encase our new, safe
and accessible playground.

That week we had 53 amazing volunteers put in
243.75 hours to get this phase of our project
done!!



September finally arrived and so did our semi truck full
of new shiny playground equipment, all ready to be
unwrapped like the most anticipated Christmas gift of
all time!! Children eagerly came to watch us unload
and begin to drill our 91 post holes which would
support all their future adventures.

Day 1 of our build saw 49 volunteers put in 285.25 hrs!



Despite the inclement weather we experienced the
week of the build, our volunteers remained safe,
enthusiastic and motivated. This, in large part was
because of all the safety equipment, food and
beverages supplied by amazing grant funding,
corporate donations and parent donations.



It took a village to raise it, but we made great
progress each day thanks to our army of over 200
volunteers that allowed us to finish two days ahead of
schedule.

Day 2 of our build saw 79 volunteers put in 307.5 hrs!



Without effort, 

there is no great 

reward. 

- Ralph Marston

Not all of us can do great

things. But we can all do

small things with great

love.

- Mother Theresa



Day 3 of our build saw 46 volunteers put in 228 hrs!

Security from Sept 20-23 was provided by 1 volunteer and the 
loan of their parent’s RV – saving costs  where we could and 
using our funds efficiently!



The last piece of the puzzle was the arrival of 23 tonnes
of crush AB tires that was spread, mixed with chemicals 
and transformed into our safe, solid surfacing.

Overall, this journey has been a labour of love that 
couldn’t have happened without the generosity of 
corporations, donors and volunteers. We feel blessed.
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